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Introduction
This article describes the challenges of selecting a storage strategy for long-term retention and
access of digital content and how some of the tools developed in the PrestoPRIME21 project
are designed to help.
0SRKXIVQWXSVEKISJHMKMXEPGSRXIRXGERFIEWMKRM½GERXGSWXEPXLSYKLRSXX]TMGEPP]XLIFMKKIWX
cost factor for preservation and access — digitisation, cataloguing and rights management often
dominate for many audiovisual archives. In many cases, storage is also a cost that falls rapidly,
with some claiming that storage is essentially becoming ‘free’, at least in comparison with other
GSWXW,S[IZIVGYVVIRXP]WXSVEKIMWI\TIRWMZIIRSYKLXSFIEWMKRM½GERXTEVXSJTVIWIVZEXMSR
budgets and as such requires due attention. Storage is also a recurring cost. Worse still, in the
case of digital content stored on IT systems, storage is a recurring cost where payment has to
be kept up or otherwise content is rapidly at risk of being irretrievably lost due to obsolescence and storage failures. This is where the real ‘cost’ lies: the cost of doing nothing or the
cost of doing it wrongly — both result in loss of content, i.e. the ‘cost of loss’.
Storage is not about giving digital content a safe harbour where it can live out its days. Given
the ever increasing drivers for making archive content rapidly and easily accessible, and with
a ‘holy grail’ of having ‘everything online’ with ‘instant access’, storage should be considered
as a fundamental component of enabling access as well as safe keeping. For many audiovisual
archives the reason content is kept is so it can be reused, repurposed and enjoyed again. The
type of storage used to store content has a big impact on the accessibility of content being
WXSVIHGSQTEVI½PQMREJVII^IV[MXLHMWOWIVZIVWSRELMKLWTIIHRIX[SVO=IXXLIX]TIWSJ
storage that provide the fastest access are not necessarily the ones that have the lowest cost
of ownership, nor the highest degree of safety for the content within them. You can strive for
low-cost, high-safety, and fast-access — but it’s not possible to achieve all three at once!
Here lies the dilemma. There is a trade-off between cost, ease of access, and safety of digital
GSRXIRX[LIRYWMRKER]X]TISJWXSVEKI8LIVIMWRS³SRIWM^I½XWEPP´WSPYXMSR2IMXLIVMWXLIVIE
³SRIWM^I½XWEPP´WIXSJRIIHWJVSQEVGLMZIW8LIGLEPPIRKIMWSRISJGSQFMRMRKHMJJIVIRXX]TIWSJ
storage and matching the combined characteristics to an individual archive’s needs.This means
matching storage strategies to the needs of an archive both today and in the long-term. We attempt to tackle this challenge with our simulation and modelling tools, in particular by allowing
the costs and risks to be compared — which we call the ‘cost of risk of loss’ approach.
State of the nation
There is an increasing body of work on the total lifetime costs of storage [1][2][3]. Costs
include power, space, cooling, maintenance, migration and management [4] in addition to the
more obvious costs of media and the physical servers or shelves used to store it. Some of the
cost elements fall rapidly over time, e.g. following Kryder’s law,22 although there is concern
on how much longer this will hold.23 Some costs, for example power, may actually increase,
EPXLSYKLXLIRIXIJJIGXMWWXMPPHS[R[EVHW[LIRMRGVIEWIHWXSVEKIHIRWMXMIWERHIJ½GMIRGMIW
are taken into account. If past performance is an indicator of the future, then the Total Cost
of Ownership (TCO) of storage will continue to fall for at least the next decade, and at a sigRM½GERXVEXI*SVI\EQTPIXLI-RXIVRIX%VGLMZIGERFIYWIHXSPSSOFEGOEXXLIGSWXWSJSRPMRI
storage service providers (e.g. Amazon S3) over time, with the charge per TB per year seen to

 4VIWXS46-1)http://www.prestoprime.org/
 LXXTIR[MOMTIHMESVK[MOM/V]HIV WC0E[/V]HIVWC0Ew
 LXXT[[[WXSVEKIRI[WPIXXIVGSQRI[WHMWOLHHXIGLRSPSK]XVIRHWMFm
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halve every 2-3 years [1]. This is slower than the rate of fall of underlying media costs, e.g. the
cost of a hard drive in a local electronics store halves every 18 months or less. The slower rate
of fall represents the effects of all the other cost factors that make up TCO (physical media can
FIEWPMXXPIEW ?A7SGSR½HIRXEVIWSQISVKERMWEXMSRW?AMRXLMWXVIRHSJJEPPMRKGSWXWXLEX
that they will accept a one-off payment today in exchange for a commitment to store content
MRHI½RMXIP]°EWSGEPPIH³JSVIZIVTVMGI´
8LIVIMWEPWSEWMKRM½GERXFSH]SJ[SVOSRXLIVIPMEFMPMX]ERHWEJIX]SJWXSVEKIJSVHMKMXEPGSRXIRX
[6,7], much of it focusing on IT technology, e.g. Hard Disk Drives, data tape and optical discs.
This work is well known to the vendors of such storage, as evidenced by increasingly complex
systems to guard against failures, e.g. double or triple parity RAID arrays [8] and tape libraries
with automated data integrity checking.24 There is some debate over the value of the metrics
used by the storage industry for safety, e.g. as highlighted by the paper “Mean time to meaningless” [9] with better ways to measure safety also proposed - but this only serves to highlight
that IT storage systems aren’t fundamentally reliable ways to store data in the long-term. That
is unless a suitable active data integrity management strategy and set of processes are put in
place. This active management approach can now be seen at all levels including archive asset
management systems,25½PIW]WXIQW26 as well as inside storage systems as already discussed.
Storage reliability and safety is faced by the people using these storage systems ‘day to day’,
e.g. IT departments and their systems managers — although this is often learned the ‘hard
way’ through experience of loss rather than knowing what best practice to apply upfront. The
main problem is that this knowledge of storage reliability is relatively unknown to the archive
community — generally speaking, good practice has yet to be widely established when using
IT systems for digital preservation of AV content. Worse still, techniques commonly used by
archivists for storage in the ‘analogue domain’, e.g. ‘putting media items on shelves’, are often
assumed to translate into the ‘digital domain’. In fact the opposite is true. Storage of digital
data requires active management and a plan of regular interventions (refreshes, migrations, integrity checks and repairs) to ensure data remains intact and the systems are in good shape.
Whilst information exists separately on both the costs and risks of different types of storage,
a lot less work has been done to combine the two, especially in the context of storage being
an enabler for access to content. Existing work also tends to focus on single storage systems
rather than their combination when adopting good preservation practice of ‘multiple copies in
multiple locations, using diverse technologies’. We attempt to address this gap in our work.
Cost, access and safety don’t go hand-in-hand
There are many different approaches to storing digital data. Each has its own strengths and
weaknesses in terms of safety, ease of access, lifetime and cost. For example, long-lived storage
XIGLRSPSK]MRGPYHIWTVMRXMRKFMXWXS½PQ27FYXGSWXWTIV8&EVILMKLERHEGGIWWVIUYMVIWE½PQ
scanner. IT storage technology includes data tape or HDD, with data tape offering lower TCO
at high data volumes and a good level of safety, but not the rapid ‘random access’ that HDD
servers can afford — but for HDD servers this increased ease of access comes at the expense
of increased cost and shorter time to obsolescence. Making more copies of content is of
course one strategy for increasing safety, e.g. an extra copy in an offsite deep archive, which is
IWWIRXMEPXSKYEVHEKEMRWXWSQIGEXEWXVSTLMGX]TIWSJJEMPYVIFYXHSIWWS[MXLWMKRM½GERXI\XVE
cost. The content itself can be encoded to make it more resilient to failures in storage [10],
but this adds complexity and potentially a different set of risks from using a format that is not
‘standard’ and hence itself at risk of becoming obsolete. Error correction is commonplace in
almost all types of digital storage and works tirelessly behind the scenes to correct a multitude
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of sins. Further layers of error detection and correction can be added to storage to catch
and repair problems (e.g. the use of checksums and ‘scrubbing’), but this adds additional cost.
Errors can also be concealed. When it comes to errors, it is not actually lost bits and bytes
that typically matter — rather the impact they have on the ability to use the content. Here it
is possible to conceal this impact, e.g. artefacts introduced by block-level corruption in a video
stream can be interpolated from adjacent frames and often made visually acceptable.

Figure 1

Figure 1 above presents a conceptual model for comparing and combining different storage
approaches.With reference to the diagram, the bedrock of data safety is to keep multiple copies of content (green circle), typically by using different storage technologies and in different
locations, and ideally operated by different people.This guards against major risks (e.g. it allows
disaster recovery), but it also guards against unanticipated problems with individual technologies and processes (i.e. it ensures that the eggs are not “all in one basket” at any level). For each
copy, there is the need to regularly migrate each component of the technology stack (hard[EVISTIVEXMRKW]WXIQQEREKIQIRXWSJX[EVI½PIJSVQEXWIXG 3RISVQSVISJXLIGSTMIWMW
also used to serve access requests. However, there is always the chance that one of the copies
could be damaged or lost due to some form of failure in the system (orange circle). Only after
this problem is detected (yellow circle) can any action be taken to repair, replace or conceal
defects in the damaged or lost copy. If at any time before this process is complete something
happens to the second — and only remaining good copy — then there is a risk that both copies could be permanently lost or damaged (red), and the content could be lost. Depending
on the type or damage or loss, there is the option of doing partial repairs, concealing defects
(a common approach in digital video), or reconstructing a good copy from parts taken from
X[SHEQEKIHGSTMIW%PPXLIWISTXMSRWLEZIEHHMXMSREPGSWXWERHFIRI½XW8LIVEXIEX[LMGL
transitions happen between the states dictates the length of time during which content is at
VMWO)ZIV]XVERWMXMSREPWSLEWEGSWX8LIVIJSVI[LMPWXWYTIV½GMEPP]UYMXIWMQTPMWXMGXLIQSHIP
above provides a framework for the total cost and total risk to be assessed and storage strategies to be compared. A detailed qualitative comparison of a wide range of storage techniques
is available in an article by the authors in the SMPTE digital imaging journal [10], also available
online in extended form as a public PrestoPRIME report [11].
Tools
Our approach to quantitative comparison of the costs and risks when using storage starts with
EWMQTPIFYX¾I\MFPIWXSVEKIQSHIP *MKYVI XLEXGSRWMWXWSJEWIXSJWXSVEKIW]WXIQW IK
XETIPMFVEV],((WIVZIV )EGLWXSVEKIW]WXIQLEWXLIJYRGXMSRSJEGGITXMRK½PIWJSVWXSVEKI
[VMXIW VIXYVRMRK½PIWJVSQWXSVEKI VIEHW ERHWXSVMRKXLIHEXEMRWMHIXLI½PIWYWMRKWSQI
form of physical media (hard drive, data tape, optical disc etc.).The model includes a ‘controller’
that mediates access to the underlying storage. The controller could be a person, i.e. manual
operation of ‘media on shelves’ archive, or the controller could be automatic, e.g. storage management software operating a tape library.
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The reason for choosing a simple model is so it can be applied to both automated hardware/
software, e.g. a HDD server, and to more manual processes, e.g. data tapes on shelves where
archive personnel put new tapes onto shelves and retrieve existing tapes to serve user access
VIUYIWXW;LIR[VMXMRKSVVIEHMRK½PIWZEVMSYWSTIVEXMSRWQE]FIETTPMIHIKIRGSHMRKSV
ETTP]MRKIVVSVGSVVIGXMSR(ITIRHMRKSRXLIW]WXIQFIMRKQSHIPPIHXLMWGSYPHFIF]½VQ[EVI
SRE,((XLI6%-(GSRXVSPPIVMRE,((EVVE]MRXIKVMX]QEREKIQIRXMRE>*7½PIW]WXIQ
QERYEPMRXIKVMX]ZIVM½GEXMSRF]ERSTIVEXSVSVEGSQFMREXMSRSJEPPSJXLIWI0MOI[MWIZEVMSYW
failures or errors could occur, both latent (failures that happen silently [12]) or extant (failures
that are immediately detected). Failures can range from ‘bit rot’ in a HDD system through to
accidental damage from manual handling of discrete media, e.g. data tapes. These failures can
happen (a) when data is written, (b) when data is read, and (c) when the data on the physical
media is in effect ‘doing nothing’. In our model, these are all represented through error rates
for read/write/store actions.The actions each have a cost, which forms one part of the associEXIHGSWXQSHIP IKSRISJJMRKIWXGSWXTIV½PI[LIREHHMRKMXXSEWXSVEKIW]WXIQEGGIWWGSWX
TIV½PIMRGYVVIHIEGLERHIZIV]XMQIMXMWVIXVMIZIHJVSQXLIWXSVEKIW]WXIQERHXLISRKSMRK
WXSVEKIGSWXTIV½PI[LIRMXMWMRWMHIXLIWXSVEKIW]WXIQ 

Figure 2 Archive storage strategy

In the model, one or more storage systems are then combined into a storage strategy. Figure
2 shows just one example that combines two storage systems. The storage strategy includes
MRKIWXJSVRI[½PIEVVMZEPWERHEGGIWWUYIYIWXSWIVZIYWIVVIUYIWXWJSVGSRXIRX8LIWXVEXIK]
HIXIVQMRIW LS[ ½PIW EVI EPPSGEXIH XS WXSVEKI LS[ XLI] EVI VITPMGEXIH ERH LS[ XLI] EVI
repaired if there are failures. Resources can be allocated to serving ingest, access and copy
operations as well as for activities within each storage system, e.g. integrity checking and repair.
It is often these resources that are limited, especially at peaks of workload, so limits can be set
in the model to allow investigation of what happens when resources run out.
We have made two tools available28XLEXEPPS[TVSNIGXMSRWSJGSWXERHPSWWSZIVXMQI8LI½VWX
tool takes a very simple approach that allows storage systems to be characterised in just 4
parameters (cost of storage, cost of access, latent corruption rate, access corruption rate).Two
storage systems are combined into a storage strategy (2 copy model).This includes parameters
JSVXLIJVIUYIRG]SJGLIGOMRKERHVITEMVSJXLIHEXE WGVYFFMRK XLIRYQFIVSJ½PIWXSWXEVX
[MXLERHLS[JEWXXLMWMRGVIEWIWLS[SJXIREGGIWWXSXLIWI½PIWXEOIWTPEGI[LIRQMKVEXMSRMW
needed and how costs change over time. The tool comes pre-loaded with parameters based
on real-world storage systems, with some examples given in Table 1 for a scenario of storing
+&½PIW IKETTVS\LSYVSJ7(ZMHISEX1FMXWIG *YPPHIVMZEXMSRSJXLIWIZEPYIWGER
FIJSYRHMR?AERHXLI]SJGSYVWIZEV]SZIVXMQIERH[MXLXLIWM^ISJXLI½PIW
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Latent
corruption
VEXI ½PIW

Access
corruption
VEXI ½PIW

Storage
costs (Euro
per GB per
year)

Access costs
(Euro
per GB)

HDD online
(server)

1 in 750

1 in 500

1

0.1

,((SJ¾MRI
(shelves)

1 in 100

1 in 500

0.1

5

Data tape online
(library)

1 in 100,000

1 in 10,000

0.5

0.1

(EXEXETISJ¾MRI
(shelves)

1 in 10,000

1 in 1,000

0.05

5

8EFPII\EQTPITEVEQIXIVWJSVWXSVEKISJ+&½PIW

8LIWMQYPEXMSRXLIRTVSNIGXWXLIRYQFIVSJ½PIWXLEXEVI³EPMZI´³EXVMWO´SV³PSWX´SZIVXMQI PSWX
means that both copies have become corrupted, at risk means that one copy has become corrupted, alive means that there is at least one copy that hasn’t been corrupted). An example is
shown in Figure 3 for an archive that stores its contents using HDD on shelves. For simplicity,
XLIRYQFIVSJ½PIWMRXLIEVGLMZIVIQEMRWGSRWXERXERHXLIVIMWRSVIKYPEV³WGVYFFMRK´XSGLIGO
MRXIKVMX] HYIXSXLIGSWXWSJHSMRKXLMWJSVE,((SRWLIPZIWQSHIP 8LIRYQFIVSJ½PIWEX
VMWOGPMQFW]IEVSR]IEVEWHSIWXLIERRYEPRYQFIVSJ½PIWPSWXYRXMPEQMKVEXMSRTSMRX[LMGL
provides the opportunity to detect and repair losses.

Figure 3 Files at risk and lost for a 25 year projection for a HDD on shelves strategy

The corresponding costs are shown in Figure 4. As with the risk/loss projection, cost per
]IEVMW½\IHXSQEOIXLIKVETLWIEWMIVXSYRHIVWXERHJSVXLITYVTSWIWSJXLMWTETIV8LI
cost is broken down into each storage system (with one higher than the other due to user
access to content being delivered through storage system A and not system B). The spikes
in cost every 4 years correspond to migrations. It is then possible to use the tool to adjust
parameters and look at the consequent impact on costs and loss over time. In this way, different storage strategies, e.g. tapes and HDD in servers/libraries can be compared with a
‘media on shelves’ approach.

Figure 4 Cost for a 25 year projection
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It should be clear that the projections from the simple model are exactly that — simplistic.
They do not provide the detail or accuracy for use in business planning or day-to-day operation. The objective is however only to provide a simple comparison of some of the strategies
that could be used for storage. In this respect, the tool is a useful educational aid in illustrating
the importance of an active storage management approach if data integrity is desired over the
long-term.
To allow a more in-depth analysis of storage strategies, the second tool developed provides an
interactive simulation tool based on a discrete event simulation approach. During the simulation, time ticks away (e.g. 1 second of the simulation might correspond to 1 week in the real
[SVPH ERHIZIRXWEVIKIRIVEXIH IKGSVVYTXMSRSJ½PIWMREWXSVEKIW]WXIQVIUYIWXWXSEGGIWWE½PIRI[½PIWXSFIEHHIHXSXLIEVGLMZI 8LIWIIZIRXWXLIRXVMKKIVEGXMSRWIKEGST]
repair process, which is then added to the queues of the storage systems involved. A storage
system processes items in its queues according to how much resource it has available (e.g.
serving access requests sequentially or in parallel).The available capacity of the resources used
by each service determines how many items are processed for each tick of the clock, and at
what cost.
The user can interact with the simulation as it progresses, e.g. changing the amount of resources available or changing the policy for data safety (e.g. making more copies or checking them
more often). In this way, the user is in effect playing a game that helps them understand how to
react to and manage events that they might see in practice when operating a real system. For
example, there is also an option to simulate ‘disaster scenarios’: rare but catastrophic events
where large fractions of the storage become temporarily or permanently unavailable.

Overall risk and
PSWWTVS½PI

Risk and resources
in storage system1

Figure 5 Interactive simulation of a combined HDD and data tape storage strategy

An example of a simulation is shown in Figure 5, again for a 2 copy model, but this time modelling a combination of HDDs in a server and tapes in a library. Periodic scrubbing is included
as well as migration, and there is growth in archive content over time with a proportionate
amount of access requests to go with it. All starts well with a low rate of content loss and
regular integrity checking well within system capacity. However, as the archive grows there is
an increasing access burden and more content to manage. Priority is given to ingest/access
over background scrubbing with the result that integrity management starts to suffer and
eventually runs out of resources with a consequent increase in loss of content. At any point
during the simulation it is possible for the user to adjust the resources in the system in order
to counteract this effect, and hence estimate how the capacity of the system will need to be
extended over time.The example above is intended to be illustrative and the tool allows much
more sophisticated simulations to be run, recorded and rerun.
Repeated running of the simulation with variation in input parameters allows a ‘map’ to be
created of the cost/risk ‘landscape’ for a given storage strategy.
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Figure 6 Cost of risk map

An example map is shown in Figure 6. This shows a single storage system where the number
SJEHHMXMSREPGSTMIWSJE½PIWXSVIHMRXLEXW]WXIQERHJVIUYIRG]SJMRXIKVMX]GLIGOMRK WGVYFFMRK FSXLMQTEGXSRFSXLXLIGSWXERHXLIVMWOSJ½PIPSWW8LIFSYRHEV]FIX[IIREHNEGIRX
GSPSYVIH FERHW VITVIWIRXW GSR½KYVEXMSRW SJ IUYEP GSWX 8LI [LMXI GSRXSYV PMRIW EVI PMRIW
of equal risk of loss and represent the peak number of assets where only one uncorrupted
copy is left (which is typically a transient position because scrubbing picks up and repairs the
corruption). The red contour line is the boundary between the probability being in favour of
EXPIEWXSRI½PIPSWWSVRS½PIPSWWSZIVE]IEVTIVMSH-RGVIEWMRKXLIRYQFIVSJGSTMIW
reduces the risk of loss, as expected, but also increases the cost because more storage capacity
is needed. Increasing the scrubbing frequency also reduces the risk of loss, but again increases
cost because of increased access to data and equipment needed to compute checksums for
a larger volume of data. For the particular parameters used for the storage system shown, it
is more cost effective to add more copies than it is to scrub them more often and there is a
‘sweet spot’ that balances the two to give the lowest cost of zero probable loss over 10 years.
Different storage strategies have different balances, which is why a tool to allow the trade-offs
to be analysed on a case-by-case basis is so important. If zero loss is required then it also allows
XLIEVIESRXLIPERHWGETIXSFIJSYRHXLEXMWWYJ½GMIRXP]³JEV´JVSQVMWOGSRXSYVWXSKMZIWSQI
margin for error between the simulation, e.g. because of lack of precise input data, and what
happens in the real world, e.g. because things rarely go according to plan!
Next steps
The tools described in this paper are still in their early days. There is much that could be done
to add functionality and improve them. The next steps of our work are three-fold. Firstly, we
EVIMRZIWXMKEXMRKLS[[IGERFIWXZEPMHEXIXLIQSHIPWMIKMZIGSR½HIRGIMRXLIMVVIWYPXW8LMW
can be achieved in several ways, e.g. (a) comparison with analytical approaches for simple tests
GEWIWXLEXEVIEPWSXVEGXEFPIXLMW[E] F GSQTEVMWSR[MXLXLI½RHMRKWSJ½IPHWXYHMIWERHVIEP
EVGLMZII\TIVMIRGI°EPXLSYKLXLMWMWLEVHFIGEYWI[LMPWXWSQIHEXEI\MWXWMXMWMRWYJ½GMIRX
to validate all aspects of the model, and (c) validation of the implementation by allowing independent inspection of the source code and design of the model to pick-up potential bugs —
which is one reason why the tool is available as open-source and we are transparent with our
design assumptions and testing. Secondly, we are planning to develop support in the model for
LMKLIVPIZIPTVIWIVZEXMSRJYRGXMSRWIKXVERWGSHMRKSJ½PIJSVQEXW ERSXLIVX]TISJQMKVEXMSR 
and repair/concealment of the impact of corruption at the AV level, e.g. mapping the effect of
data corruption onto different video formats and how the corruption could be concealed or
repaired. Thirdly we are looking at ways of making the tools simpler to use. The simpler the
tool, the less time and investment it takes to learn how to use it and get the required results.
However, if this is achieved by making the tool too restricted then the model and the real
world diverge and the results of modelling are less valuable. There is a balance to strike between model complexity, model accuracy, ease of use and what users of the tool are willing to
invest in terms of time and effort learning how to use it.
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